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Abstract

A simplified crystallization model is developed with emphasis on situations
of disparate specific volumes of the solid and liquid phases. Using the gen-
eral equation for the nonequilibrium reversible–irreversible coupling (GE-
NERIC), the model is formulated in terms of the average momentum den-
sity, the degree of crystallinity, a single temperature, and a single pressure,
where in particular the latter two are appealing for comparison with experi-
ments. In order to describe the volume expansion upon crystallization, a dis-
sipative mass current density is introduced, for which a constitutive relation is
derived. One finds that by way of the Onsager–Casimir symmetry, the intro-
duction of this irreversible current also leads to a modification of the driving
force for phase change. Rather than depending only on the local chemical po-
tential di¤erence, it also contains a non-local term, namely the Laplacian of
the ratio of pressure p to temperature T , multiplied by the square of a screen-
ing length. The model is studied for the specific case of aluminum, for which
a perturbation analysis is performed. The results show that the type and rate
of relaxation of a perturbation depend strongly on its wavelength and on the
screening length.

1. Introduction

A general framework for modeling two-phase systems in inhomogeneous
situations has been developed in the past, as described in the books by Ishii
[1], Nigmatulin [2], and Drew and Passman [3]. In connection to phase
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transitions, such models have been used to model alloy solidification [4–6],
and also to express the driving force for phase change in terms of the thermo-
dynamic state of the two phases [7, 8]. Here, we discuss the specific situation
where the solid and liquid mass densities are di¤erent, which amounts to a
contraction or expansion of the material due to progressing phase transfor-
mation. Let rs :¼ Ms=V and rl :¼ Ml=V denote the extrinsic mass density
of the solid and the liquid phase, respectively, i.e., the respective mass divided
by the sum of solid and liquid volume, V . The transfer of a certain amount of
mass from the liquid to the solid phase due to phase transformation, DM, re-
sults in a change of the extrinsic mass densities,

Drs ¼
DM

V
� rs

DV

V
; ð1Þ

Drl ¼ �DM

V
� rl

DV

V
: ð2Þ

In these equations, the first terms on the right side express the transfer contri-
butions at constant volume. Note that these terms are local in nature, i.e., the
solid and liquid contributions cancel locally. The second terms on the right
side of the above equations express the expansion of the material. In other
words, they describe a flow of matter through the walls of a fixed volume
element, and thus we expect that each of these terms is expressed as the diver-
gence of a current density in a continuum description. The corresponding
contributions of the solid and liquid phases do not cancel each other locally,
rather they vanish only after spatial integration. Furthermore, the first and
second terms on the right-hand side should arise only simultaneously, unless
the specific volumes of the two phases are identical, in which case the terms
proportional to DV are absent.

The overall expansion of the volume element can be described in two funda-
mentally di¤erent ways. On the one hand, the volume expansion can be seen
as emerging exclusively from a secondary e¤ect: An inhomogeneous rate of
phase transformation results in an inhomogeneous pressure modification,
which in turn generates an additional contribution to the velocity field by
virtue of the momentum balance. On the other hand, this e¤ect can be ac-
companied by the occurrence of a mass density current that arises simultane-
ously (rather than as a secondary e¤ect only) with the local phase change
contributions, i.e., that this additional current is proportional to the rate of
phase transformation. In contrast to current literature, we elaborate on this
idea and show the consequences of implementing the phase change-induced
dissipative current in a nonequilibrium thermodynamics formalism. While
doing so, special attention is also paid to formulating the model in terms
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of variables that are closely related to experiment, namely temperature and
pressure.

The manuscript is organized as follows. After a brief introduction to the non-
equilibrium thermodynamics technique in Section 2, the model is developed
in Section 3 and then applied to the crystallization of aluminum in Section
4. The manuscript concludes with a discussion in Section 5.

2. GENERIC formalism

A general equation for the nonequilibrium reversible–irreversible coupl-
ing (GENERIC) has been developed for describing nonequilibrium systems
[9–11]. It deals with isolated systems, i.e., the total energy is conserved and
entropy production is non-negative. The set of independent variables that de-
scribe the physics of interest in su‰cient detail shall be denoted here by x,
which may have discrete as well as continuous indices. The time evolution of
these variables x is then written in the form

dx

dt
¼ LðxÞ � dE

dx
þMðxÞ � dS

dx
; ð3Þ

where the two generators E and S are the total energy and entropy func-
tionals, respectively, in terms of the state variables x; L and M are certain
matrices (operators), and � denotes the appropriate inner product. The matrix
multiplications imply not only summations over discrete indices but also inte-
gration over continuous variables, and d=dx typically implies functional
rather than partial derivatives (for more details, see [9–11]). The GENERIC
structure also imposes certain conditions on the building blocks in Eq. (3).
First, Eq. (3) is supplemented by the degeneracy requirements

LðxÞ � dS
dx

¼ 0; ð4Þ

MðxÞ � dE
dx

¼ 0: ð5Þ

The requirement that the (functional) derivative of the entropy lies in the null
space of L represents the reversible nature of L. On the other hand, the re-
quirement that the functional derivative of the energy lies in the null space
of M manifests that the total energy is not altered by the M contribution to
the dynamics. In addition to these degeneracy requirements, L must be anti-
symmetric and fulfill the Jacobi identity, whereas M needs to be positive
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semi-definite and Onsager–Casimir symmetric. As a result of all these condi-
tions, one may easily show that the GENERIC Eq. (3) implies both the con-
servation of total energy as well as a nonnegative entropy production. The
two contributions to the time evolution of x generated by the total energy E
and the entropy S in Eq. (3) are called the reversible and irreversible contri-
butions, respectively.

3. Model formulation

3.1. Choice of variables

The choice of variables is a crucial step in formulating a model. On the one
hand, the set of variables must be su‰cient to describe the system and the
physics on the level of interest and to the desired detail, and the variables
should all be independent of each other. On the other hand, practical applica-
bility of the model sets severe constraints, too. The richness of a detailed
model is often lost when switching from formulating the equations to the
actual applications, because the number of unknowns is prohibitively large,
constitutive equations are missing, or the formulation of boundary conditions
is cumbersome.

In order to describe the two-phase system here, the variables consist of the
total momentum density u, a single temperature T , a single pressure p, and
the volume fraction, i.e., the degree of crystallinity f, so one has

x ¼ fu;T ; p; fg: ð6Þ

The choice of temperature and pressure is in clear contrast to common prac-
tice in non-equilibrium thermodynamics modeling where density variables
(mass density and energy or entropy density) are usually used, for which con-
servation laws can be formulated in a direct manner. The advantages of
choosing T and p include a more direct implementation of boundary condi-
tions in contrast to the boundary conditions for, e.g., energy densities. Fur-
thermore, the temperature and pressure are connected directly to the param-
eters under experimental control, and correspond to the preferred use of the
free enthalpy in equilibrium thermodynamics in many applications. However,
by using only a single temperature and pressure variable, we implicitly as-
sume that we model the system on time scales on which both quantities are
locally equilibrated between the two phases. The choice of a single momen-
tum density (or velocity field) is justified by either neglecting external forces
or by assuming infinitely high interfacial friction between the two phases [1].
The set of variables x gives a simplified, but also more tractable, description
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than other two-phase modeling approaches that use two mass densities, two
velocity fields, and two internal energy densities (see, e.g., [1–3, 8, 12]). It will
become clear below that much of the important physics is captured with the
limited set of variables chosen here. It should be mentioned for completeness
that turbulent and fluctuating contributions are neglected altogether [1].

The generating functionals for the dynamics in the GENERIC are the total
energy E and the entropy S. Here, we assume that the internal energy density
e and the entropy density s of the total system consist additively of the
corresponding single phase contributions, weighted by the respective volume
fraction,

E ¼
ð

u2

2r
þ e

� �
d 3r; S ¼

ð
sd 3r; ð7Þ

with

r ¼ rðp;T ; fÞ ¼ f~rrsðp;TÞ þ ð1 � fÞ~rrlðp;TÞ ¼ rs þ rl; ð8Þ

e ¼ eðp;T ; fÞ ¼ f~eesðp;TÞ þ ð1 � fÞ~eelðp;TÞ ¼ es þ el ; ð9Þ

s ¼ sðp;T ; fÞ ¼ f~sssðp;TÞ þ ð1 � fÞ~sslðp;TÞ ¼ ss þ sl : ð10Þ

The quantities ~rri ði ¼ s; lÞ denote the intrinsic mass densities of phase i with
respect to the unit volume of phase i. On the other hand, the extrinsic mass
densities are defined as rs :¼ f~rrs and rl :¼ ð1 � fÞ~rrl , respectively. The no-
menclature for the energy densities ðeÞ and entropy densities ðsÞ is exactly
analogous. The functional derivatives of the energy and entropy in Eq. (7)
are given by

dE

dx
¼

v

�v2

2 r;T þ e;T

�v2

2 r;p þ e;p

�v2

2 r;f þ e;f

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA;

dS

dx
¼

0

s;T

s;p

s;f

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; ð11Þ

where the velocity v is defined as u=r. Partial derivatives are represented by a
subscript comma followed by the di¤erentiation variable, i.e., r;T ¼ qr=qT ,
while it is tacitly assumed that all other variables specified in x are held
constant.

In equilibrium systems, the thermodynamic potential appropriate for the vari-
ables temperature and pressure is the free enthalpy. In that respect, it is im-
portant to draw attention to the fact that the full thermodynamic information
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is contained in the GENERIC treatment given here using T and p, although
the generating functionals consist only of the energy and the entropy. The ap-
parent gap to the free enthalpy is closed by the pressure variable itself, by
which the remaining thermodynamic information is added and the full infor-
mation is hence contained.

3.2. Reversible dynamics

In order to determine the reversible dynamics, we now construct the operator
L. It has been discussed and illustrated [10, 11] that this operator is closely
related to the generator of space transformations on the field variables. In
order to simplify the discussion, we first consider the following ansatz for the
dynamic equations themselves. In addition to the usual momentum density
balance, the equations of the temperature, pressure, and volume fraction can
be written in the general form

qtT ¼ �v � ‘T �WT‘ � v; ð12Þ

qt p ¼ �v � ‘p�Wp‘ � v; ð13Þ

qtf ¼ �v � ‘f�Wf‘ � v: ð14Þ

The first term on the right-hand side of these equations represents the trans-
port with the flow field. The second term proportional to WT , Wp, and Wf, re-
spectively, expresses the fact that in general these three variables are neither
scalars nor scalar densities, and hence the volumetric terms are not yet deter-
mined. Inspection of the energy gradient in Eq. (11) leads to the following
proposition for the reversible operator:

L ¼

�ð‘uþ u‘Þ t þb‘Tc � ‘WT þb‘pc � ‘Wp þb‘fc � ‘Wf

�b‘Tc �WT‘ 0 0 0

�b‘pc �Wp‘ 0 0 0

�b‘fc �Wf‘ 0 0 0

0
BBB@

1
CCCA;

ð15Þ

with ð. . .Þt denoting the transpose with respect to the discrete vector indices.
The brackets b. . .c indicate that the action of the derivative operator is
restricted to within the brackets, while all other derivative operators act
on everything to their right, also on the functions multiplied to the right of
the operator L. The degeneracy requirement for the entropy (4) and conserva-
tion of total mass then become (up to additive constants, which we set to
zero)
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½WTs;T þWps;p þWfs;f� ¼ s; ð16Þ

½WTr;T þWpr;p þWfr;f� ¼ r: ð17Þ

Note that this Poisson operator is anti-symmetric by construction and satis-
fies the Jacobi identity [13].

While the two constraints (16) and (17) are necessary consequences of the
degeneracy requirement (4), they do not determine the three functions
ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ uniquely. In order to do so, a third condition is necessary. Since
the discussion in this manuscript targets the various e¤ects on the mass bal-
ance equations for the solid and liquid phases, we aim at having the balance
equations for the two mass densities rs and rl in the usual form. It can be
shown that this is achieved if the condition

½WTrs;T þWprs;p þWfrs;f� ¼ rs ð18Þ

holds in addition to Eqs. (16) and (17).

3.3. Irreversible dynamics: Phase change

3.3.1. Inclusion of volume change e¤ects The irreversible matrix represent-
ing the isochore phase change contributions, i.e., the first terms on the right-
hand side of Eqs. (1) and (2), has been discussed already previously [7], but
for a completely di¤erent set of variables. According to [7], the corresponding
irreversible matrix, first, does not contain any spatial derivatives, and second,
it does not alter the balance equation for the momentum density. Third, the
matrix must have rank one because it represents only one single phenome-
non, namely the change in the overall degree of crystallinity f. We mention
that a separation of nucleation and growth would require the introduction of
additional morphological variables (see e.g. [7]). However, such an extension
does not alter the discussion on the crystallization-induced volume expansion
that we discuss here, and hence such a possible extension is not considered in
the following. The symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix is then of the
form [7]

Mpc; iso ¼ anDaT with a ¼

0
�TT

�pp

1

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; ð19Þ

with a rate coe‰cient Db0. The functions �TT and �pp represent the change
in temperature and pressure, respectively, proportional to the isochore
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change in the volume fraction due to phase change,

_ffjpc; iso CDaT � dS=dx.

In other words, one can show by calculating

Mpc; iso � dS=dx that _TT jpc; iso ¼ �TT _ffjpc; iso and _ppjpc; iso ¼ �pp _ffjpc; iso.

Requiring Mpc; iso to be independent of the velocity v together with the degen-
eracy requirement (5) and the energy functional (7) leads to the conditions

�TTr;T þ �ppr;p þ r;f ¼ 0; ð20Þ

�TTe;T þ �ppe;p þ e;f ¼ 0: ð21Þ

Note that Eq. (20) respects the conservation of total mass M :¼
Ð
rd 3r, i.e.,

one has

Mpc; iso � dM=dx ¼ 0.

The restriction to formulate the phase change contribution in purely local
terms is unnecessary. In the following, we study the e¤ect of implementing
non-local contributions, guided by the discussion given in the Introduction.
For the contribution representing volume change (second terms on the right-
hand side of Eqs. (1) and (2)), we first derive a di¤usive current jpc in the total
mass balance equation due to phase change, which is proportional to the
total mass density r as suggested by Eqs. (1) and (2), jpc ¼ rvpc. The balance
equation for the total mass density thus has an irreversible contribution of the
form

�‘ � jpc ¼ �ð‘rÞ � vpc � r‘ � vpc: ð22Þ

With the aid of rðT ; p; fÞ, Eq. (22) will be represented by contributions of the
form vpc � ‘ and ð‘ � vpcÞ in the equations for the temperature, pressure and
volume fraction, respectively.

For including the e¤ect of the dissipative current jpc into the dynamic equa-
tions by means of a modification of the dissipative matrix (19), we use the
following criteria. The dissipative current jpc must come into existence simul-
taneously with the isochore phase change contribution, as discussed in the In-
troduction. Therefore, rather than introducing an additive term to the entire
matrix M, we add the non-isochore terms into the vector a in Eq. (19). In so
doing, the matrix that mimics the isochore and the non-isochore terms simul-
taneously still has rank one by construction, in agreement with originating
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from the same single phenomenon, namely crystallization. Then, in order to
represent the e¤ect of vpc appropriately as discussed after Eq. (22), we add
terms of the form �ðb‘Tc þWT‘Þ, �ðb‘pc þWp‘Þ, and �ðb‘fc þWf‘Þ, to
the temperature, pressure and volume fraction components of the vector a,
respectively, with the condition

WTr;T þWpr;p þWfr;f ¼ r: ð23Þ

If these terms added to the components of a are multiplied by vpc from the
right, the contributions in Eq. (22) are recovered by virtue of the chain rule
and Eq. (23). In analogy to the functions ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ in Eqs. (12)–(14), the

functions ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ are needed to take into account possible e¤ects in the
dynamic equations for ðT ; p; fÞ due to ‘ � vpc A0. Above, b. . .c again denotes
action of the derivative operator exclusively inside of the brackets.

In order for the rank of Mpc to be equal to one, the vector-type additions
to the components of a, e.g., �ðb‘Tc þWT‘Þ, cannot be contracted with
another vector on the other side of the n multiplication sign in Eq. (19), and
therefore they are contracted with a vector b within a itself, so that a in Eq.
(19) takes the form

a ¼

?
�TT � ðb‘Tc þWT‘Þ � b
�pp� ðb‘pc þWp‘Þ � b
1 � ðb‘fc þWf‘Þ � b

0
BBB@

1
CCCA: ð24Þ

The star in the u component indicates an undetermined element. By inspec-
tion of the form of Mpc in Eq. (19), we can already anticipate that the phase
change-induced velocity will be given by the expression vpc ¼ bDðaT � dS=dxÞ.
To determine the vector b, we note that the only vectors in the present formu-
lation are v and ‘. Choosing b proportional to v would mean that the driving
force for phase change, aT � dS=dx, depends on odd powers of the velocity
field, which is clearly not desirable. Therefore, we choose b ¼ l1‘l2, where
the functions l1 and l2 in general depend on space coordinates. The same
vector b (i.e., the same functions l1 and l2) is taken in all components of a,
because all three variables ðT ; p; fÞ in combination give rise to the di¤usive
fluxes in the mass density we are looking for. Since a now contains spatial
derivatives, it is essential to note that aT denotes the adjoint operator of a,
rather than simply its vector-transpose, in contrast to the notation used in
Eq. (15).

In summary, we find that the modification of the irreversible matrix is of the
form
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Mpc ¼

�‘iul1‘il2

�TT � ðb‘Tc þWT‘Þ � l1‘l2

�pp� ðb‘pc þWp‘Þ � l1‘l2

1 � ðb‘fc þWf‘Þ � l1‘l2

0
BBB@

1
CCCAnD

�l2‘jl1u‘j

�TT þ l2‘l1 � ðb‘Tc � ‘WTÞ
�ppþ l2‘l1 � ðb‘pc � ‘WpÞ
1 þ l2‘l1 � ðb‘fc � ‘WfÞ

0
BBB@

1
CCCA:

ð25Þ

The u component has been added in order to enable the satisfaction of the
degeneracy requirement (5), which turns into Eq. (23) and

WTe;T þWpe;p þWfe;f ¼ e: ð26Þ

These degeneracy requirements also ensure the conservation of the total
mass. The fact that the degeneracy requirement (5) for a matrix of rank one
splits into two conditions, Eqs. (23) and (26), originates from the aim to keep
the functions ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ independent of the velocity field v. It is note-
worthy that the constraints (23), (26) for the functions ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ are di¤er-
ent from the constraints (16), (17) for the functions ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ, which will
be discussed in further detail below. The metric matrix (25) is symmetric and
positive semi-definite by construction, and is hence a valid extension of Eq.
(19) within the GENERIC framework.

3.3.2. Non-local driving force and screening length The driving force for
phase transformation, A, can be calculated from Eq. (25). One finds that A

consists of an isochore ðAisoÞ and a non-isochore ðAnon-isoÞ contribution, in
analogy to the first and second terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (1) and
(2), respectively,

A ¼ aT � dS
dx

¼ Aiso þ Anon-iso; ð27Þ

Aiso ¼ ml � ms
T

�rr; ð28Þ

Anon-iso ¼ l2‘ � l1‘
p

T
þ ml � ms

T
ðrs � rsÞ

� �
; ð29Þ

with ml and ms the chemical potential of the liquid and the solid phase, respec-
tively, and

�rr :¼ �TTrs;T þ �pprs;p þ rs;f ¼ �ð �TTrl;T þ �pprl;p þ rl;fÞ; ð30Þ

rs :¼ WTrs;T þWprs;p þWfrs;f: ð31Þ
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Although we primarily aimed at expressing the e¤ect of volume change
through a dissipative mass current jpc, we find that the driving force for phase
change is altered. Similarly, as the volume expansion is inherently a non-local
phenomenon, the driving force gets a non-local contribution, Anon-iso. This
symmetric occurrence of non-locality in terms of the current jpc and an addi-
tional contribution to the driving force, Anon-iso, is a direct consequence of the
symmetry property of the metric matrix Mpc.

It is essential to note the fundamental di¤erence between Eq. (30) and Eq.
(31). On the one hand, �rr is uniquely determined because the two functions
�TT and �pp are uniquely determined by the two constraints (20) and (21). On
the other hand, the quantity rs simply represents the solid phase contribution
to the left-hand side of the condition (23). At this stage rs is undetermined be-
cause the three functions ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ are subject to two constraints only,
Eqs. (23) and (26). In order to get an impression of the significance of rs, we
consider the phase change contributions to the mass balance equations for the
solid and liquid mass densities, respectively, from Mpc � dS=dx:

qtrsjpc ¼ �rrDA� ‘ � ðrsvpcÞ þ ðrs � rsÞ‘ � vpc; ð32Þ

qtrl jpc ¼ ��rrDA� ‘ � ðrlvpcÞ � ðrs � rsÞ‘ � vpc; ð33Þ

with the velocity field induced by the phase change

vpc :¼ l1‘ðl2DAÞ: ð34Þ

One observes that only for rs ¼ rs, the non-isochore terms can be written as
the divergence of the current js;pc ¼ rsvpc and jl;pc ¼ rlvpc, respectively, which
closely mimics the second terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (1) and (2).
Therefore, we will use rs ¼ rs throughout the remainder of this manuscript.
At this point, it is also noted that the two balance equations (32), (33) dem-
onstrate that A > 0 stands for crystallization, while A < 0 represents melting
conditions.

The expression for the non-isochore contribution to the driving force A sim-
plifies considerably when inserting rs ¼ rs,

Anon-iso ¼ l2‘ � l1‘
p

T
: ð35Þ

A dimensional analysis of the components of Eq. (25) shows that the product
l1l2 has the dimension (length)2. The individual meaning of the two functions
is unknown, and so further discussion must be based on physical intuition.
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In the following, we interpret the consequences of choosing l1 ¼ 1, which has
ramifications for both the induced velocity field vpc, Eq. (34), and for the driv-
ing force A, Eq. (35). It can be shown by using a Taylor expansion of p=T
that the quantity l2‘ � ‘ðp=TÞ measures the di¤erence between the value of
p=T at the local position and a spherically symmetric average of p=T in the
vicinity with a radius of the order

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jl2j

p
. The significance of the non-isochore

contribution Anon-iso is then the following: The first part of the driving force,
Aiso, is purely local. It checks the local thermodynamic feasibility for a pos-
sible phase transition by comparing the chemical potentials. If the solid state
is thermodynamically favorable, the system is driven into the solid state. The
second part, Anon-iso, works similarly in the sense that it checks whether the
pressure conditions are favorable for volume expansion or contraction. In
more detail, this term screens the l2 vicinity and checks whether at this point
there is local minimum or maximum of p=T . Only the sum of the local and
the non-local contribution decides whether and in what direction the phase
change will take place.

Let us discuss in more detail how the non-isochore term actually acts. The
isochore term Aiso shows the homogeneous driving force for crystallization,
negative values indicate melting. In order to simplify the discussion of the
non-isochore term Anon-iso, it is assumed in the following that the temperature
field does not depend on the position. We compare the situation of a spatially
constant pressure p0 to a pressure field pminðrÞ that has a local minimum at
r0 with pminðr0Þ ¼ p0. If the phase transformation were to lead to an increase
in the specific volume of the two-phase system, this volume expansion would
be hindered more so for the pressure profile pminðrÞ than for the constant
pressure p0. For ~rrs > ~rrl volume expansion due to phase change arises due
to melting, i.e., A < 0, and therefore the requirement of a decreased driving
force for melting, 0 > A½pminðrÞ� > A½p0�, translates into Anon-iso½pminðrÞ� > 0,
by virtue of the condition pminðr0Þ ¼ p0. Since the local curvature of the
pressure profile pminðrÞ is positive, one concludes that l2 > 0. A discussion
of the velocity field vpc leads to the same conclusion. On the other hand, if
the solid phase is less dense than the liquid phase (e.g., ice), a similar argu-
ment as above results in l2 < 0. Furthermore, we point out that the velocity
vpc should vanish if the solid and liquid mass densities are equal.

In summary, all these di¤erent scenarios for inhomogeneous crystallization
conditions can be captured in a qualitative way by writing

l2 ¼ N 2
0 ðx2

l � x2
s Þ; ð36Þ

with the characteristic length scales of the solid and liquid phase, respectively,
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xs :¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M0=~rrs

3
p

; ð37Þ

xl :¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M0=~rrl

3
p

; ð38Þ

with M0 the mass of a crystallizing unit. For low molecular weight systems,
such as metals, this crystallizing unit is a single molecule, while for polymers,
the unit is a fraction of the entanglement molecular weight (similar to what
is usually denoted as ‘‘stem’’). The quantity N0 determines over how many
unit lengths the vicinity is scanned for the pressure comparison in the driving
force A.

Note that for this model to prevent under- or overshooting in the
degree of crystallinity (f < 0 or f > 1), the kinetic prefactor D
should obey limf!0 D ¼ 0 and limf!1 D ¼ 0. A possible choice to
achieve that is Dmfk1ð1 � fÞk2 ðk1; k2 > 0Þ, or the Nakamura form

Dmmð1 � fÞ½�lnð1 � fÞ�1�1=m with m > 1, [14, 15].

3.4. The complete model

The dynamic equations of the variables x contain not only reversible and
phase change contributions, but viscous stress and thermal conduction are
also important in real systems. Since the focus in this manuscript is not on
these e¤ects, they are incorporated simply by generalizing their corresponding
single phase formulations. In order to keep the main part of the manuscript
straightforward, the reader is referred to the Appendix for their derivation.

The full set of dynamic equations is obtained by the action of the reversible
operator (15) and the irreversible operators (25), (77) on the functional deriv-
atives (11), with the result

qtu ¼ �‘ � ððvþ vpcÞuÞ � ‘ � ðp1þ tÞ; ð39Þ

DtT ¼ �WTð‘ � vÞ �WTð‘ � vpcÞ þ �TTDA�W
h;lth

T ðt : ð‘vÞT þ ‘ � jqÞ; ð40Þ

Dtp ¼ �Wpð‘ � vÞ �Wpð‘ � vpcÞ þ �ppDA�Wh;lth
p ðt : ð‘vÞT þ ‘ � jqÞ; ð41Þ

Dtf ¼ �Wfð‘ � vÞ �Wfð‘ � vpcÞ þDA�W
h;lth

f ðt : ð‘vÞT þ ‘ � jqÞ; ð42Þ

where we have used the abbreviation DtCqt þ ðvþ vpcÞ � ‘ for the mate-
rial derivative. In the reversible contributions, the functions ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ
are determined by the constraints (16)–(18). The thermodynamic driving
force A is given by Eq. (27), with the isochore and non-isochore contribu-
tions Eqs. (28), (30) and Eq. (35) with l1 ¼ 1, respectively, and the velocity
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field vpc is specified by Eq. (34) with l1 ¼ 1. The functions ðWT ;Wp;WfÞ
are given by Eqs. (23), (26) and Eq. (31) with rs ¼ rs, and �TT and �pp are
defined through Eqs. (20) and (21). Finally, the dissipative contributions
due to viscous flow and heat conduction are specified through ðWh;lth

T ;
Wh;lth

p ;Wh;lth

f Þ given in Eqs. (80)–(82), and t and jq are the viscous pressure

tensor and the heat flux given in Eq. (83) and Eq. (84), respectively. We men-
tion that the momentum balance equation (39) can be written in the form

Dtv ¼ � 1

r
‘ � ðp1þ tÞ; ð43Þ

where we have used that, by virtue of the above conditions, the total mass
density obeys a balance equation in the usual form with the mass transport
velocity vþ vpc.

Owing to the conditions mentioned above, the eleven functions W?, W?,
Wh;lth

? ð? ¼ T ; p; fÞ, �TT and �pp are uniquely defined. After a lengthy but
straightforward calculation, one gets

WT ¼ T3a4

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð44Þ

Wp ¼
3cp4

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð45Þ

Wf ¼ �fð1 � fÞ ðks � klÞ3cp4� ðas � alÞT3a4

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð46Þ

WT ¼ T3a4� p3k4

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð47Þ

Wp ¼
3cp4� p3a4

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð48Þ

Wf ¼ �fð1 � fÞ ðks � klÞ3cp4þ pðaskl � alksÞ � ðas � alÞT3a4

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð49Þ

W
h;lth

T ¼ 3k4

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð50Þ

Wh;lth
p ¼ 3a4

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð51Þ
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W
h;lth

f ¼ fð1 � fÞ askl � alks

3cp43k4� T3a42
; ð52Þ

�TT ¼ 1

B
½ð~rrs � ~rrlÞðp3k4� T3a4Þ þ 3k4ð~rrs~eel � ~rrl~eesÞ�; ð53Þ

�pp ¼ 1

B
½ð~rrs � ~rrlÞðp3a4� 3cp4Þ þ 3a4ð~rrs~eel � ~rrl~eesÞ�; ð54Þ

B ¼ �3a~rr4T3a4þ 3k~rr43cp4

þ fð1 � fÞ½ ~rrsð~eel þ pÞ � ~rrlð~ees þ pÞ�½askl � alks�; ð55Þ

where 3Z4 :¼ fZs þ ð1 � fÞZl denotes the volume fraction average of the
material properties Zi ði ¼ s; lÞ, with ai the thermal expansion coe‰cient of
phase i, ki the isothermal compressibility of phase i, and cpi the constant pres-
sure heat capacity of phase i per unit volume of phase i. If one uses the ex-
pressions (53)–(55) in Eq. (30), one finds the following result for �rr:

�rr ¼ ~rrs ~rrl
B

ð3cp43k4� T3a42Þ; ð56Þ

which is obviously symmetric with respect to the two phases. In contrast
to previous two-phase models [7, 8], the function �rr used in the driving
force (28) is completely determined. Since we assumed equal temperature
and pressure in both phases, the low number of thermodynamic variables (T
and p) together with the degeneracy conditions (20), (21) leads to uniquely
determined functions �TT and �pp, and by virtue of Eq. (30) �rr is also uniquely
determined.

On the basis of Eqs. (39)–(42), one can derive the balance equations for
the extrinsic mass densities. The reader should recall that in addition to the
constraints imposed by the GENERIC structure, we have imposed the con-
straints Eq. (18), Eq. (31) with rs ¼ rs, and Eq. (82). Owing to these three
additional constraints, one gets the expected result for the individual mass
balance equations, namely Eqs. (32) and (33), in which the interpretation of
vþ vpc as a transport velocity becomes apparent.

In view of the di¤erence between v and vþ vpc it is particularly interesting
to look at the energy equation. Using the degeneracy requirements (16)–(18)
one can show that WTe;T þWpe;p þWfe;f ¼ eþ p, and thus one finds with
Eqs. (39)–(42) for the internal energy balance

qte ¼ �‘ � ððvþ vpcÞeÞ � ðp1þ tÞ : ð‘vÞT � ‘ � jq: ð57Þ
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While vþ vpc is the transport velocity of the internal energy density, the
velocity field v appears in the work term, �ðp1þ tÞ : ð‘vÞT . This exemplifies
the di¤erence between v, with which the volume change can be expressed as
‘ � v, and vþ vpc, which is a transport velocity and includes the e¤ect of a dis-
sipative flux. A similar di¤erence between a mass velocity and a volume ve-
locity has been studied in great detail by Brenner [16–18], and was confirmed
by nonequilibrium thermodynamics considerations (see p. 61 in [11]). There,
it is shown that the di¤erence between the two velocities can be expressed
through gradient terms and hence it is relevant for inhomogeneous situations.
Furthermore, Brenner points out that, in our nomenclature, the velocity field
v should be used in Newton’s expression for the stress tensor, rather than the
transport velocity vþ vpc. This justifies the treatment of the viscous stresses
given in the Appendix.

The significance of the transport velocity vþ vpc becomes apparent also when
using Reynold’s transport theorem. For example, let us study the change in
the integral internal energy of a given amount of matter, U , contained within
a volume VðtÞ. The well-known equation

dUðtÞ
dt

¼
ð
VðtÞ

ð�ðp1þ tÞ : ð‘vÞT � ‘ � jqÞ dV ð58Þ

is obtained from Eq. (57) only if the boundary qVðtÞ moves with the trans-
port velocity vþ vpc evaluated at the boundary.

While the isochore contributions cancel in the total internal energy balance
equation (57) and hence also in Eq. (58), they appear in the usual form when
writing the energy equation in terms of temperature and pressure. From Eqs.
(40) and (41) one can show that

3cp4DtT � T3a4Dtp ¼ pð‘ � vpcÞ þ �rrDA ml þ T
~ssl
~rrl

� �
� ms þ T

~sss
~rrs

� �� �
: ð59Þ

The expression in the bracket on the right-hand side is the di¤erence in en-
thalpies per unit mass, i.e., the latent heat.

The modifications vpc and Anon-iso of the above model with respect to previous
models for phase change are relevant in inhomogeneous situations. How-
ever, due to the dissipative thermal conduction and viscous stresses, an iso-
lated system becomes homogeneous after a su‰ciently long time. Therefore,
transient situations or inhomogeneous boundary conditions need to be con-
sidered in order to examine the e¤ects of vpc and Anon-iso, as demonstrated
below.
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4. Application to aluminum

4.1. Material parameters

In this section, we apply the model developed above to the melting/crystalli-
zation of aluminum. Two classes of information are required, namely the
thermodynamic properties and the transport coe‰cients.

The thermodynamic information in terms of the variables T and p is cap-
tured by the chemical potential, which should be known at least around a
reference state, ðT0; p0Þ. If one assumes that the isobaric expansion coe‰cient
and the isothermal compressibility are constant over the range of interest, i.e.,
a ¼ a0 and k ¼ k0, and if the constant pressure heat capacity per unit mass at
ðT0; p0Þ is denoted by ĉcp;0, the chemical potential in the vicinity of ðT0; p0Þ is
given by

mðT ; pÞ ¼ 1

k
v̂v0e

aðT�T0Þ½1 � e�kðp�p0Þ� þ ĉcp;0T 1 � ln
T

T ?

� �� �
þ m̂m0; ð60Þ

with v̂v0 the specific volume at ðT0; p0Þ.

The material parameters of aluminum used in the simulations are given in
Table 1. The constants m̂m0 and T ? characterize the o¤set in internal energy
per unit mass, êe, and entropy per unit mass, ŝs, since it can be shown that

êeðT0; p0Þ ¼ ĉcp;0T0 � p0v̂v0 þ m̂m0; ð61Þ

ŝsðT0; p0Þ ¼ ĉcp;0 ln
T0

T ?

� �
; ð62Þ

with two parameters, m̂m0 and T ?, for each phase that are undetermined so far.

In order to decrease the number of unknowns in Eqs. (61) and (62) for
the solid and liquid phases, one can equate the chemical potentials of the
solid and liquid phases at two di¤erent state points on the melting line.

Table 1 Experimental values for aluminum taken for the simulation with the reference state
on the melting line, T0 ¼ 933 K and p0 ¼ 105 Pa, including references: isobaric expansion co-
e‰cient a, isothermal compressibility k, specific volume v̂v0, constant pressure heat capacity per
unit mass ĉcp; 0, viscosity h, and thermal conductivity lth.

Phase a
[K�1]

k
[Pa�1]

v̂v0

[m3kg�1]
ĉcp; 0
[JK�1kg�1]

h
[Pas]

lth

[Js�1m�1K�1]

solid 0.000108 [19] 1:91 � 10�11 [20] 0.000391 [21] 1175.9 [22] – 209.4 [19]
liquid 0.000116 [19] 2:35 � 10�11 [20] 0.000422 [19] 1257.4 [22] 0.0012 [23] 90.7 [19]
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The latter runs through T0 ¼ 933 K and p0 ¼ 105 Pa and has a slope of
dTm=dp ¼ 65 � 10�9 K/Pa for aluminum [24]. This reduces the number of un-
knowns by two. The two remaining parameters capture the freedom to shift
the energies per unit mass êes and êel simultaneously, and to shift the entropies
per unit mass ŝss and ŝsl simultaneously. Making a shift êes ! êes þ êe0 and
êel ! êel þ êe0 adds a term of the form êe0

Ð
rd 3r to the total energy functional

Eq. (7). However, since the reversible operator L and all contributions to the
irreversible operator M are degenerate with respect to the gradient of total
mass, such an energy shift does not a¤ect the dynamic equations. This can
also be seen by looking directly at the final equations (39)–(42) with the defi-
nitions (44)–(55). A completely analogous argument holds for the common
shift in the entropies per unit mass ŝss and ŝsl. In conclusion, the only un-
determined parameters are the common o¤set in the energies per unit mass
of the two phases, and the common o¤set in the entropies per unit mass of
the two phases, but as we have just shown they are without consequences for
the dynamic equations.

In addition to the thermodynamic information, four properties occurring in
the dissipative dynamics need to be specified to make the model complete.
First, the viscosity and the thermal conductivity values are given in Table 1.
The thermal conductivity of the two-phase system can be approximated by
the average according to volume fractions of the thermal conductivities of
the individual phases, while the viscosity can be approximated using the
Krieger–Dougherty relation [25, 26]

hðfÞ ¼ hl 1 � f

fmax

� ��ð5=2Þfmax

; ð63Þ

with fmax ¼ 0:637 for random packing of spherical crystals, and hl the vis-
cosity of the liquid phase. Because of a lack of experimental data, the magni-
tude of the bulk viscosity kv of aluminum was inferred from data on elements
that are close to aluminum in the periodic table [27]. In this study, we have
used kv ¼ 1:8h.

The two remaining parameters D and l2 concern the phase change dynamics.
The rate of phase transformation D is obtained by equating _ffjpc; iso ¼ DAiso

for a super-cooling of DT ¼ 1 K with experimental data for the same super-
cooling. Since in most common aluminum melts, crystallization occurs
from heterogeneous nucleation, we have used a crystal density of n ¼ 1011

m�3 [28] as a first approximation. The experimental rate of crystallization
can then be estimated by calculating _ffAðt1=2Þ with the half-time t1=2 defined
as fAðt1=2Þ ¼ 1=2, where fA is the degree of crystallinity as derived in the
Avrami model [29] with radial crystal growth rate G. With G ¼ cDT with
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c ¼ 0:0418 ms�1K�1 [30] and assuming three-dimensional growth, one gets a
value of Dðf ¼ 1=2Þ ¼ 0:293 m3KJ�1s�1, which is used in the following. Last
but not least, we need to determine the measure for the screening length, l2.
In order to examine the e¤ect of l2, it shall be taken as a parameter and its
influence will be studied in the following.

4.2. Influence of non-local term on driving force

The influence of the non-local term Anon-iso on the total driving force A
is now examined. Consider a homogeneous situation, and impose a small
perturbation in the pressure at a position r and in a small vicinity thereof,
where the perturbation has an extremum at r. If the pressure is perturbed,
both the local contribution, Aiso, and the non-local contribution to the driv-
ing force, Anon-iso, change at r with respect to the homogeneous situation.
One can show that both terms change in di¤erent directions, and thus it is
interesting to estimate the overall e¤ect of a local pressure perturbation. We
assume for simplicity that the non-local contribution l2‘ � ‘p evaluated at r
is identical in magnitude to the change in the local pressure from the pres-
sure far away, Dp. The perturbation in the total driving force can then be ex-
pressed in the form DA ¼ A 0Dp with

A 0 ¼ qp
�rr

T
ðml � msÞ

� �����
T

þ 1

T
: ð64Þ

Using the properties of aluminum, one finds that the non-local contribution,
i.e., the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (64), is approximately 13.1
times larger than the homogeneous contribution, in the entire range T ¼
½900; 960� and p ¼ ½0:8p0; 1:2p0�. On the other hand, if a similar analysis is
performed for a temperature perturbation at constant homogeneous pressure,
the inhomogeneous contribution to the total change in the driving force is ap-
proximately a factor 10�4 smaller than the homogeneous contribution. There-
fore, we conclude that for practical purposes the inhomogeneities in the tem-
perature can be neglected in Anon-iso, in contrast to the inhomogeneities in the
pressure, which are essential and may even overrule the e¤ects of the homo-
geneous term.

The e¤ect of the non-local term on the driving force can also be expressed in
terms of a change in melting temperature, which is defined through A ¼ 0. To
illustrate this, we consider the following scenario. On the one hand, we take a
homogeneous situation described by ðT ; pÞ. Applying a homogeneous change
in the pressure, Dp, results in a change of the melting temperature, DTm;hom.
This we compare with another case where locally at position r the tempera-
ture and pressure are identical to the homogeneous case, namely ðT ; pÞ, but
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the non-local term has a contribution of the size Dp=T , with the same value
for Dp as in the homogeneous case. Then there is also a change in the melting
temperature, denoted by DTm;non-loc. For aluminum, one finds that

DTm;non-loc

DTm;hom
U13:1; ð65Þ

i.e., the change in melting temperature due to a curvature in the pressure pro-
file is considerably larger than for an equivalent change in the bulk pressure.
We mention that comparing a shift in the bulk pressure, Dp, to the e¤ect of
the inhomogeneous contribution to the crystallization, l2‘ � ‘p, is only a con-
dition on the combination of l2 together with the curvature in the pressure
profile, but at this stage it is not resolved whether a large value in l2‘ � ‘p is
primarily due to a long screening length,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jl2j

p
, or due to a high curvature.

The e¤ect of l2 is discussed below.

4.3. Perturbation analysis

The dynamic model given in Eqs. (39)–(42) is complicated to simulate for
two reasons. First, it contains fourth-order spatial derivatives of the tempera-
ture and of the pressure, which makes the specification of reasonable bound-
ary conditions particularly di‰cult (see also [31]). Fourth-order derivatives
also occur in the theory of the deformation of beams and plates [32], in the
Kuramoto–Sivashinsky equation [33, 34], and in the Cahn–Hilliard equation
[35, 36]. Most simulations, in particular of the latter, assume periodic bound-
ary conditions. The second complication concerns the di¤erence in mass den-
sities of the solid and liquid phases, due to which the domain changes in time
as crystallization proceeds. This precludes the application of periodic bound-
ary conditions under general circumstances.

However, the complications due to the domain change can be avoided in the
one-dimensional case if the situation is symmetric with respect to z ¼ 0 or if
one end of the domain is bound by a fixed wall at z ¼ 0. In order to simplify
the equations, one can then make a transformation of variables from z to

zðz; tÞ :¼
ð z

0

rðz 0; tÞ dz 0: ð66Þ

This transformation of variables is analogous to the one employed in the sim-
ulation of multicomponent di¤usion in liquids [37, 38]. If the time-dependent
maximal extension of the domain is denoted by zmaxðtÞ, the upper limit
zðzmaxðtÞ; tÞ ¼ M0 is independent of time, because it simply represents the
total mass (per constant cross-sectional area) contained in the range
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½0; zmaxðtÞ�. Furthermore, one can show by virtue of the balance equation for
the total mass (see Eqs. (32) and (33)), that the derivative operators in Eqs.
(40)–(43) transform as follows:

q

qt

����
z

þ ðvþ vpcÞ
q

qz

����
t

¼ q

qt

����
z

; ð67Þ

q

qz

����
t

¼ r
q

qz

����
t

; ð68Þ

where we have assumed that ðvþ vpcÞð0; tÞrð0; tÞ ¼ 0. In particular, we note
that the material derivative in the original equations reduces to the partial de-
rivative ðq � =qtÞjz at constant z, in contrast to when z is kept constant. Using
the transformation (66), the domain is constant, and we can easily impose
periodic boundary conditions at the ends of this stationary domain.

In order to analyze the e¤ect of the parameter l2, we perform a perturba-
tion analysis around a stationary state of Eqs. (40)–(43) on the melting line,
namely around

v0 ¼ 0; ð69Þ

T0 ¼ Tm; ð70Þ

p0 ¼ pm; ð71Þ

f0 ¼ 1=2: ð72Þ

The analysis of the relaxation in space and time of the perturbation is simpli-
fied drastically by the ansatz

Dvðz; tÞ ¼ Dv1ðtÞ þ Dv2ðtÞ cosð2pz=M0Þ; ð73Þ

DTðz; tÞ ¼ DT1ðtÞ þ DT2ðtÞ sinð2pz=M0Þ; ð74Þ

Dpðz; tÞ ¼ Dp1ðtÞ þ Dp2ðtÞ sinð2pz=M0Þ; ð75Þ

Dfðz; tÞ ¼ Df1ðtÞ þ Df2ðtÞ sinð2pz=M0Þ; ð76Þ

with M0 ¼ rðT0; p0; f0ÞL0 and L0 the periodicity of the simulation unit or,
conversely, the wavelength of the perturbation. In this case, each derivative
with respect to z is replaced by a factor 2p=M0, and it can be shown that the
explicit space-dependence drops out in all equations. The perturbation analy-
sis thus reduces to studying the eigenvalues of a relaxation matrix in time.
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The relaxation matrix for the homogeneous perturbation ðDv1;DT1;Dp1;Df1Þ
has three zero eigenvalues and one single exponential decay with decay rate
tU6:37 ms. While the homogeneous perturbation is for obvious reasons
insensitive to both, the box length L0 and the parameter l2, the situation is
more complicated for the heterogeneous perturbations, ðDv2;DT2;Dp2;Df2Þ.
The eigenvalues of the corresponding relaxation matrix are either real,
corresponding to single exponential decay, or they come in pairs of the form
ð1=tþ io; 1=t� ioÞ, representing exponentially damped oscillations of fre-
quency o. Figures 1 and 2 show the dependence of the eigenvalues on l2,
for L0 ¼ 0:1 m and L0 ¼ 0:001 m, respectively. In both cases, one of the
four eigenvalues is equal to zero and is therefore not discussed any further in
the following.

In Figure 1 for L0 ¼ 0:1 m, one eigenmode is decaying exponentially, while
the two other eigenmodes are damped oscillations with decay time t and fre-
quency o. Note that the graph covers a wide range for the scanning lengthffiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
, namely from

ffiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
U3:2 � 10�3L0 to

ffiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
¼ 10L0, i.e., it ranges from

much shorter to longer than the wavelength of the perturbation. The limiting
values l2 ! 0 in the graph correspond to the results obtained for l2 ¼ 0.

Although Figure 2 for L0 ¼ 0:001 m covers a similar relative range as in
Figure 1, namely from

ffiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
U3:2 � 10�3L0 to

ffiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
¼ 100L0, the situation is

Figure 1 Eigenvalues of the relaxation matrix as a function of the parameter l2 for a pertur-
bation on the length scale L0 ¼ 0:1 m. One eigenvalue is real corresponding to a single expo-
nential (solid line), while the other two eigenvalues represent exponentially damped oscillations
with frequency o (dashed-dotted line) and relaxation time t of the envelope (dashed line).
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more complicated. In certain regions of l2 denoted by ‘‘rel’’ in Figure 2, all
three eigenvalues are real, i.e., any perturbation decays exponentially. In
other regions, denoted by ‘‘osc’’ in Figure 2, one has the same situation as
for L0 ¼ 0:1 m, i.e., one eigenvector decays exponentially while the other
two decay by a damped oscillation with frequency o and decay time t of the
envelope. Figure 2 also nicely shows that at the edges of the oscillatory to the
purely exponential regions, one finds of 1=t, which illustrates the transition
from a damped oscillation via an overdamped oscillation to purely exponen-
tial relaxation.

The common feature to Figures 1 and 2 is that if
ffiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
is comparable to the

characteristic length scale of the perturbation, L0, an exponential decay be-
comes very fast while the other two modes become slow, be it exponential de-
cay or damped oscillation. This can be explained as follows. In this range offfiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
values, the non-isochore contribution to the driving force smooths out

the influence of the inhomogeneities in the pressure and temperature on the
driving force. In this sense, the equilibration of pressure through the corre-
sponding inhomogeneous rate of phase transformation is slowed down for
increasing

ffiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
. On the other hand, increasing value of

ffiffiffiffiffi
l2

p
results in a larger

phase change contribution to the transport velocity, which is expressed
through a time scale becoming faster.

Figure 2 Eigenvalues of the relaxation matrix as a function of the parameter l2 for a per-
turbation on the length scale L0 ¼ 0:001 m. In the regions of l2 denoted by ‘‘rel’’, all three
eigenvalues correspond to single exponential relaxation. In the regions named ‘‘osc’’, only one
eigenvalue represents single exponential decay (solid line), while the other two eigenvalues rep-
resent exponentially damped oscillations with frequency o (dashed-dotted line) and relaxation
time t of the envelope (dashed line).
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While Figure 1 showed only quantitative variations as a function of the pa-
rameter l2, Figure 2 shows quantitative variations. If one assumes that the
value of l2 is known, the data in Figures 1 and 2 suggests that for a general
perturbation the various wavelengths not only decay at di¤erent rates, but
some of them decay in an oscillatory manner and others purely exponentially.
This is a feature specific to l2 A0 because for l2 ¼ 0 the character of the
spectrum of eigenvalues does not change as a function of the wavelength of
the perturbation, L0, as shown in Figure 3 for a considerable range of pertur-
bation wavelengths.

5. Discussion

A simplified crystallization model has been developed in terms of the average
momentum density, a single temperature, a single pressure, and the volume
fraction of the crystalline phase. The unnecessary but commonly employed
restriction that the phase transformation occurs instantaneously at constant
volume has been relaxed in the treatment presented here. Namely, we allow
for a dissipative mass current that is proportional to the rate of crystalliza-
tion/melting. Rather than introducing an additional variable, this dissipative
current is expressed in terms of the temperature, pressure and volume fraction

Figure 3 Eigenvalues of the relaxation matrix as a function of the length scale of the pertur-
bation, L0, for l2 ¼ 0. One eigenvalue is real corresponding to a single exponential (solid line),
while the other two eigenvalues represent exponentially damped oscillations with frequency o
(dashed-dotted line) and relaxation time t of the envelope (dashed line). One finds omL�1

0 ,
and the relaxation time scales as tmL2

0 at low and high values of L0.
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through a constitutive relation. Including this dissipative current in the de-
scription, we found that by way of the Onsager–Casimir symmetry the driv-
ing force for phase change is modified. In particular, it does not only depend
on the local chemical potential di¤erence, but it also contains a non-local
term, namely the Laplacian of the ratio p=T multiplied by the square of a
screening length.

The consequences of including the dissipative current and the non-local
contribution to the driving force have been discussed in detail, and for the
specific case of aluminum a perturbation analysis has been performed. The
results have shown the strong dependence of the eigenvalues of the relaxation
matrix on the value of the screening length. It is worth mentioning that in
Figures 1 and 2 the oscillations become less virulent (i.e., lower value of o)
the higher the screening length parameter, l2. This can be traced back to the
expression for the full driving force, A in Eq. (27), by which potential phase
transformations are slowed down if they are unfavorable with respect to the
pressure conditions in the vicinity. Therefore, less dramatic pressure varia-
tions are building up, and hence the pressure equilibration is smoother for
increasing screening length. So, there are two fundamentally di¤erent ways
in which one can view the inclusion of the dissipative current jpc and the
non-local contribution Anon-iso. On the one hand, it is the implementation of
the ideas presented in the Introduction, and relaxing the restriction of phase
transformation being instantaneously isochore. On the other hand, one can
view the model with included dissipative current as a slow, i.e., smoothed,
version of the case l2 ¼ 0, because the parameter l2 helps to avoid large pres-
sure changes. Along the lines of this latter view, one can argue that, e.g., in
melting conditions with the solid being more dense than the liquid, a drastic
pressure increase due to melting in the case l2 ¼ 0 would be counteracted or
even reversed because of the influence of the pressure on the driving force.
Therefore, the non-local term in the driving force has a tendency to avoid or
at least smooth out such situations.

Finally, we draw the connection to single-phase hydrodynamics, in particu-
lar, when formulated in terms of the variables fu;T ; pg. In the two-phase
model above, the distinction between conditions that arise from the non-
equilibrium thermodynamics technique, and additional conditions that were
imposed by physical intuition has been pointed out in several instances.
In particular, the functions W?, W?, and Wh;lth

? ð? ¼ T ; p; fÞ only turned
out to be given by Eqs. (44)–(52) because the rigorous conditions (16), (17),
(23), (26), (80), (81) were supplemented by the additional constraints (18),
(31) with rs ¼ rs, and (82). At least for the two additional constraints
(18) and (82) we can o¤er further motivation. If the non-isothermal hydro-
dynamics equations for a single-phase fluid are written in terms of the
variables fu;T ; pg, one obtains the equations (39)–(41) with vpc ¼ 0 and
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WT ¼ Wp ¼ �TT ¼ �pp ¼ 0. The functions WT , Wp, W
h;lth

T , Wh;lth
p are identical to

the two-phase expressions in Eqs. (44), (45), (50), (51) after replacing the
average values by the single-phase properties of the material. In particular,
we emphasize that this result is obtained for the single-phase hydrodynamics
without any additional constraints, i.e., the constraints imposed by the ther-
modynamics formalism are su‰cient to determine these functions uniquely.
Therefore, this finding supports a posteriori the additional constraints (18),
(82) in the two-phase model.
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Appendix: Viscous stresses, thermal conduction

In order to determine the GENERIC dissipative matrix M associated to heat
conduction and viscous stress, we point out that these two e¤ects do not spe-
cifically address the di¤erence between a one- and a two-phase system. We
may thus start from the dissipative matrix for a single-phase system, which
has been treated in terms of the variables fr; u; eg (see p. 58 in [11]). The cor-
responding matrix elements are abbreviated here as Muu, Mue, Meu, and Mee,
while all other five elements are zero, because the mass density balance is not
a¤ected by these e¤ects. Correspondingly, in the two-phase model presented
here, the individual mass balance equations for the solid and liquid phases
should also not be a¤ected by the viscous stress or the thermal conduction.
For the matrix representing viscous flow and thermal conduction, we thus
propose the form

Mh;l ¼

1 0

0 W
h;lth

T

0 Wh;lth
p

0 W
h;lth

f

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA � Muu Mue

Meu Mee

� �
�

1 0 0 0

0 W
h;lth

T Wh;lth
p W

h;lth

f

� �
; ð77Þ

where the functions ðWh;lth

T ;Wh;lth
p ;Wh;lth

f Þ take care of the mapping from the
variables ðT ; p; fÞ on the mass density r. The formulation of the matrix ele-
ments Muu, Mue, Meu, and Mee for a single-phase fluid is based on having
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dE=du ¼ v, dE=de ¼ 1, dS=du ¼ 0, and dS=de ¼ 1=T , and therefore in the for-
mulation with x ¼ ðu;T ; p; fÞ this is expressed as

1 0 0 0

0 W
h;lth

T Wh;lth
p W

h;lth

f

� �
� dE
dx

¼ v

1

� �
; ð78Þ

1 0 0 0

0 W
h;lth

T Wh;lth
p W

h;lth

f

� �
� dS
dx

¼
0
1
T

� �
: ð79Þ

The degeneracy condition (5) in the form of Eq. (78) and the conservation of
total mass lead to the constraints

W
h;lth

T e;T þWh;lth
p e;p þW

h;lth

f e;f ¼ 1; ð80Þ

W
h;lth

T r;T þWh;lth
p r;T þW

h;lth

f r;f ¼ 0: ð81Þ

It can be shown that in order to comply also with Eq. (79), one needs the
condition

W
h;lth

T rs;T þWh;lth
p rs;p þW

h;lth

f rs;f ¼ 0; ð82Þ

which determines the three functions ðWh;lth

T ;Wh;lth
p ;Wh;lth

f Þ uniquely.

The dissipative matrix (77) together with the conditions (80)–(82) inherits the
symmetry, positive semi-definiteness, and the degeneracy (5) from the single-
phase matrix. Application of the two right-most matrices in Eq. (77) to dS=dx
results in the usual dissipative contributions to the equations for the momen-
tum density and the internal energy density, respectively (see [11] for details),
with Newton’s expression for the viscous pressure tensor and Fourier’s law of
heat conduction,

t ¼ �h _gg� kv

2
� h

3

� �
ðtr _ggÞ1; ð83Þ

jq ¼ �lth � ‘T ; ð84Þ

with viscosity h and bulk viscosity kv, the symmetrized velocity gradient ten-
sor _ggij ¼ qivj þ qjvi, and the thermal conductivity tensor lth. Subsequent mul-
tiplication with the left-most matrix on the right-hand side of Eq. (77) maps
these dissipative contributions properly from the momentum density and en-
ergy density onto the variables x ¼ ðu;T ; p; fÞ.
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